Amendment for Official Notification on DASA 2019-20 Admissions

No. IIIHYD/Admissions/2019

Date: 5th March, 2019

Programmes Offered:

Four year single degree programmes

- [CSE] B.Tech in Computer Science and Engineering
- [ECE] B.Tech in Electronics and Communication and Engineering

Five year dual degree programmes

- [CSD] B.Tech in Computer Science and Engineering and Master of Science in Computer Science and Engineering by Research
- [ECD] B.Tech in Electronics and Communication Engineering and Master of Science in Electronics and Communication Engineering by Research
- [CLD] B.Tech in Computer Science and Master of Science in Computational Linguistics by Research
- [CND] B.Tech in Computer Science and Master of Science in Computational Natural Sciences by Research
- [CHD] B.Tech in Computer Science and Master of Science in Computing and Human Sciences by Research - NEW

Sanctioned Number of Seats:

- Computer Science Programs (CSE and CSD): 25
- Electronics and Communications Programs (ECE and ECD): 10
- Other Programmes (CND/CLD/CHD): 2 seats per programme

Deadlines for online application process:

- Online application portal opens on: March 6, 2019
- Online application portal closes on: April 25, 2019

Dean (Academics)

DEAN (Academics)
International Institute of Information Technology
(Deemed University)
Gachibowli, Hyderabad-500 032, India.
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